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MINING FOR MENTAL HEALTH

Mental health is our emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects how we think,
feel, and interact with others. While many people could benefit from resources regarding
mental health, social stigma and lack of information can prevent them from seeking them out.
Using a big data technique called text mining, important issues for addressing mental health are
being analyzed and used to create resources for those who need them.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Text mining extracts information from written sources. After gathering a
bunch of documents, a text mining tool processes the format and type of
characters. The text is then analyzed for similar
terms and themes. Word clouds can be used to
visualize the results, so that the most common
words appear the largest.

TRY IT OUT Make your own word cloud!

#MYHEALTHIMPACT

MyHealthImpact has benefited from text mining. This social network
helps students navigate health information, explore resources, and
connect with others who may be going through similar experiences. It
was created by computer scientist Fay Cobb Payton and her students as
a resource for health information, with an empahsis on amplifying the
voices of Black women. The team learned from their users that mental
health was an issue that students wanted to learn more about.
To determine the most helpful mental health information to add to the
site, Dr. Cobb Payton teamed up with Dr. Lynette Yargar to analyze
hundreds of research articles and news reports about colleges and
mental health. Using text mining techniques, they found that age, race,
crime, college services, the aftermath of negative experiences, and

violence and sexual assault all impact student mental health. Adding this information on MyHealthImpact has made it a
useful tool to helps students navigate and discuss these important issues.

Text mining uncovers issues to improve mental health!

SPOTLIGHT: FAY COBB PAYTON

THE BOTTOM LINE

Fay Cobb Payton is a Professor of Information Tech and University Faculty
Scholar at NC State University. Her research focuses on computational social
science. She combines big data techniques like text mining and "small data"
methods like interviews and focus groups to uncover patterns, improve access
to information, and inform policy decisions that address health disparities.

Dr. Cobb Payton is also a University Faculty Scholar and the 2016 North
Carolina Technology Association Tech Educator of the Year. She has taken
her passion for addressing important social issues to the National Science
Foundation where she provides expertise on a range of programs including
computer science education and smart and connected health initiatives.

SEE MORE:
Psst...This Bits & Bytes feature contains hidden links! When the mouse
changes from an arrow to a hand icon, click on the content to learn more.

FAY COBB PAYTON
Working out, art, being with my family
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NASA'S FIRST "COMPUTERS"

In the early years of NASA, Black female mathematicians computed space craft trajectories by hand. The
groundbreaking work of these women helped put the first objects and people in space!
Katherine Johnson
Melba Mouton
Years at NASA: 1953-1986
Calculated flight trajectories
for major space missions
including Apollo 11

Dorothy Vaughan

Years at NASA: 1959-1973
Tracked the Echo Satellites
APL Expert, one of the first
programming languages

Annie Easley

Years at NASA: 1943-1971
First Black supervisor at NASA
Mathematician and FORTRAN
programming expert

Years at NASA: 1955- 1989
Developed software for the
Centaur rocket
Laid foundation for Cassini probe

THE MOTHER OF GPS

In the 1950’s, Gladys West played a pivotal role on the
team that developed GPS. One of only four Black
employees at the Naval Proving Ground in 1956 (and the
second Black female to work there), she collected data
and performed calculations on the position of satellites
in space. Later she became a project manager, creating
the first satellite to remotely collect information from
oceans. Gladys' early work laid the foundation for much
of the GPS technology we have today.

Explore views of the Earth from space using Google Earth!

MODERN TRAILBLAZERS

TRY IT OUT

Click on the photos below to learn about how these women are changing the face of computing!
THE SECURITY OFFICER

THE MODEL

THE SCIENTIST

THE CHANGE AGENT

THE ENTREPRENEUR

Window Snyder
Vice President of Intel's
Software Security division

Lyndsey Scott
Actress, model, and
iOS app developer

Valerie Taylor
Leading researcher in high
performance computing

Kimberly Bryant
Engineer and founder of
Black Girls CODE

Aisha Bowe
Founder and CEO of
STEMBoard

Links in this issue:
https://faculty.ist.psu.edu/lyarger/
http://www.wordle.net
http://myhealthimpactnetwork.org
https://cobbpayton.com
https://go.nasa.gov/2jxnP3k
https://go.nasa.gov/2jHxxxX
https://go.nasa.gov/2kTHXhW

https://go.nasa.gov/2ECu0NQ
https://go.nasa.gov/2xDZNdB
https://bit.ly/2tIASmD
https://go.nasa.gov/2rgudOY
https://www.google.com/earth/
https://bit.ly/2tJqXgB
https://www.lyndseyscott.com
https://bit.ly/2HaegDx

Al

https://bit.ly/2lyXzoe
http://www.blackgirlscode.com
http://www.aishabowe.com
https://www.stemboard.com
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Any opinions, ﬁndings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reﬂect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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